The opportunities of the new revised
Payment Directive (PSD2)
Client experience

Opportunities that PSD2 brings
• PSD2 is a new European directive that enables providing payment
services for non-banking parties

• Increase of brand capitalization and recognition
• Simplified customer journey across channels and possibility to
use more transparent financial products for reasonable pricing

• Therefore large corporates can have their own processing payment
company in EEA that will facilitate new and existing business models
online and offline

• Strength of the Company’s brand as a main reason for reliability
in payments processing

• Reduces reliance on 3rd parties for payment processing and cash-flow
management
• By providing payment services companies may increase their insights in
client consumption and financial behavior

Radical cost-saving arrangements
• Transaction costs can be up to 3,5% which can be saved by
establishing an own payment company
• Effective PSP/bank cost savings arrangements by negotiating better
transaction fees from payment companies and systems
• By insights in intra-group payment streams cash management can be
improved, cash transactions and store counters minimized

Bringing Client Loyalty to the next level

Mobility and
Compensation

Integrated payment services
• One payment engine for all Company’s subsidiaries and stores
with the possibility to use POS terminals
• Future Instant Payments create ‘WhatsApp payment experience’
that will replace iDEAL, credit and debit card transactions
• Proprietary payment solution with the possibility to accept
different payment methods (incl. alternative methods e.g. SEPA
payments, Alipay etc.) that were not available for low-marginal
businesses
• Possibility to issue gift cards without any 3rd parties

• Smart, intuitive product interaction by linking all loyalty, cashback,
promo- and payment programs
• Customized proposals based on consumption patterns
• Frictionless and user-friendly payment processing increases customer
loyalty, satisfaction and brand dedication, ‘Convenience’ is becoming the
new loyalty
• Possibility to have the financial partner, that “knows me, listens and
takes me seriously”
• Being an everyday partner of the client by staying innovative through
implementing products that meet customers’ financial demands

Enhanced data management
•

‘Know your customer’ through extracting data and information
across channels makes data analysis for tailor made proposals
easier

• The possibility to manage personal data including sensitive
payment data within group instead relying on 3rd parties

4-step action plan

Step 1

Strategy and needs assessment

Step 2

Market entry and license application

Step 3

•
•
•
•
•

Payment strategy selection
IT impact assessment
Tax assessment
Finance assessment
Legal assessment

• Design of Ownership/Corporate
structure and governance
• Privacy and Cybersecurity aspects
• IT systems, infrastructure design
• Business Continuity Planning
• Financial aspects (balances, capital
requirements, own funds, audit)

• Corporate structure and governance
assessment
• License and supervisory
requirements
• Privacy aspects

•
•
•
•
•

Risk framework (incl. reporting)
Recovery and resolution planning
Client Onboarding and monitoring
Internal control and testing
Safeguarding funds

• Passporting the license within the European Economic Area (EEA)

EEA scale

Step 4

Operate under the DNB supervision

•
•
•
•

Tax Reporting
AML Reporting
Fraud Reporting
Finance reporting
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